Abstract-A computational artificial chemistry (AC) system, called LAC, was developed bearing in mind the major biochemistry principles. Basic elements may be interpreted as small carbon molecules capable of bonding by nucleophilic substitution or nucleophilic addition. Reactions similar to hydrolysis and oxidation-reduction complete the present set of LAC site interaction rules. Reaction extension is governed by artificial thermodynamic principles and the reaction rate is controlled by specific catalysts made of the same kind of basic elements they act upon. The preliminary results of LAC experiments show the ability to mimic enzyme regulation and oscillatory reactions.
. To design an AC system it is necessary to decide on the nature of its three general components: the basic elements set, the set of rules that define interactions between elements and an algorithm for the time evolution of the whole system in a space. In some cases the criteria for the design of the AC components are purely abstract but in other cases the essential features of a preexisting system inspire the creation of the AC model components so that some isomorphism can be established, giving a more precise meaning to, and a straightforward interpretation of, the results [3] . As we prefer the latter approach, our aim was to develop an artificial chemistry closely inspired in the basic principles of chemistry and of biochemistry, that we called LAC, making as many parallels as possible to biological molecules functions and the general cell metabolic strategy. Although the autopoiesis theory has a formulation independent of thermodynamical criteria the question of energy was recognized as essential for the development of LAC and was addressed quantitatively.
II. SPECIFICATIONS FOR LAC
A. Basic elements The basic elements should not represent anything more complex than a macromolecule although the small molecule level or the atom level would be better because it provides a finer description. Also, in biochemistry the shape of molecules is a most important feature because the whole cellular organization depends on specific interactions selected by molecular recognition. The aggregates of the basic elements, or compounds, should therefore be represented by some kind of data structure bearing interconnecting flags and internal coordinates for each element, like a simplified molecular graph [8] , and should be recognized by its shape using pattern matching. This can be a source of novelty, in the sense defined in [9] , if new shapes are interpreted by an AC system algorithm as corresponding to new functions. Such genotypephenotype relationship insures closure between (bottom-up) compound construction and (top-down) chemical activity, in line with the concepts of self-reproducing automata or Turing machines.
B. Reaction rules
Still with biochemistry in mind, the LAC reaction rules have to account for at least two types of general interactions:
0-7803-9365-1/05/$17.00c2005 IEEE intermolecular association and covalent bonding. The former is not a real chemical reaction but its role in biochemistry is too important not to acknowledge in artificial chemistry because it is in the origin of molecular recognition. Covalent bonding in biological carbon chemistry can be tentatively restricted to three main types of reactions: nucleophilic substitution, nucleophilic addition and oxidation-reduction. The elements should therefore have a certain number of sites with Lewis acid-base properties that can react by simulated nucleophile-electrophile bonding and be modified by simulated redox reactions. A probability for each reaction will have to be calculated based on energy criteria.
Reactions in real chemistry are governed by statistical factors dependent on energy terms but the autopoiesis theory, for example, is consciously not quantitative (in fact, for its purpose, it doesn't have to be) and has to be complemented by an energy definition when designing a concrete system [10] . Any practical realization of an AC system forcefully implies the definition of reaction constraints that can always be interpreted as energy dependent. Consider that, in spite of the diversity of AC approaches in literature, there is a basic feature common to all: the emergence of some sustained organization pattern in the chemical reaction space resulting from the free evolution of the system, which was initially set in a more random state. It is known that, in the real world, a necessary thermodynamic condition to achieve such a state is that the system be kept far from equilibrium by continuously feeding it with high chemical potential elements (elements that tend to react) [11] . Organization is a manifestation of low entropy (high-energy) in C. Dynamics and space A 2D or 3D space is convenient to study the emergence of physical boundaries by intermolecular association [12] , but it is not a requirement to study the onset of chemical organization. The biological space is in fact three-dimensional but if the goal is restricted to represent concentrations then a well-stirred reactor (WSR) space is adequate. Dynamics is simple: one (for unimolecular reactions) or two elements are randomly drawn from the element pool and the reaction probability is evaluated. The reaction will occur only if a random number between 0 and 1 is equal or less than that probability. In an exclusive catalysis artificial chemistry like LAC the only potentially effective collisions should be between catalysts and other molecules recognized by it. All other collisions count for the time record but are elastic.
III. THE DESIGN OPTIONS FOR LAC
A. Basic elements Basic elements are explicit data structures that have from none to four covalent bonding sites defining 90 or 180-degree angles in the same plane (orthogonal configuration). Compounds are also explicit but constructed by crossreferencing of identification numbers between elements. These also contain 2D internal coordinates coherent with its position on a compound. The bonding sites are of four different kinds, inspired in the organic functions carboxylic or phosphoric acids (kind 1), aldehyde (kind 2), hydroxyl or amine (kind 3) and methyl (kind 4). An element can be interpreted as a small molecule with any combination of these kinds of functions, defining an element type. As in the Lewis acid-base concept, kind 1 acts as an acid or a base, kind 2 as an acid, kind 3 as a base and kind 4 doesn't have any Lewis acid-base properties.
An analogy between the elements in LAC and real chemical elements cannot be made because LAC elements can sometimes be chemically transformed.
B. Reaction types between bonding sites All reactions conserve the number of basic elements and sites. Nucleophilic addition reactions involve only kind 2 sites as acid (a) and kinds 1 or 3 as base (b) and are of the form:
This is analogous to the formation of a hemiacetal or a Shiff base in carbon chemistry.
Nucleophilic substitution (SN) is a substitution of a base (b) by another base (v) in an acid (a). The acid may only be of kind 1 and the base may only be of kinds 1 or 3. The SN-type reactions are of the general form:
Hydrolysis is the breaking of a bond between an acid (a) of kind 1 and a base (b) of kind 1 or 3. The reaction form is:
Reaction (3) is related to a SN reaction in the sense that it configures a nucleophilic substitution by water. Water is therefore implicit in LAC.
Oxidation-reduction (redox) reactions do not form or break bonds but it transforms the kind of two bonding sites simultaneously by the general reaction: x+w -y+z (4) in which the kind x is transformed in to kind y and, simultaneously, kind w is transformed in to kind z. The pairs x/y and w/z are akin to redox pairs. The reduced or oxidized sites may be involved in covalent bonds or not. A sequence was established for the oxidation state of a kind of bonding site, kind 1 being more oxidized and kind 4 less oxidized (more reduced). In a redox reaction each site may only be transformed from its kind into a neighbor kind in this sequence.
A fifth reaction type was defined, the rearrangement reaction, which in fact is not independent from the redox reaction just described but it has an equivalent in biochemistry and simplifies some chemical paths. Rearrangements are simply the switching between the kinds of two of a basic element sites.
C. Catalysis A catalyst is just a LAC compound that meets certain structural specifications, like certain composition (number and type of basic elements), certain sequences or certain configurations. The functional properties of the catalysts are implicit, attributed by a high-level manager, and can be predefined or randomly related to certain compounds as they appear. The specific properties of a catalyst are: the type of reaction that it catalyses, the substrate and modulator compounds it recognizes and its kinetical properties. Catalysts in LAC specify rules of interaction because they add compound recognition (specificity) to the basic site reactions described in Section III-B. For the general mechanism of catalysis the Michaelis-Menten (M-M) model was adopted:
where E is the catalyst, S is the substrate and P is the product. Some reactions defined in Section Ill-B are bimolecular but still fit the M-M model because only one of the reactants explicitly associates with the catalyst. Fig. 1 between some initial level (reactants, products or intermediates) and the transition state that stands in the way to an adjacent energy level. The quantity T can be interpreted as the temperature of the system and serves as a general moderation constant that defines the steepness of the relationship between the probability and AG.
D. Energy
Energy differences for each reaction type and each catalyst are explicitly tabulated in a data structure of LAC for the experiments described in the Results section. However, energy differences could be calculated by using some algorithm dependent on reaction site combination on the colliding elements and the structure of reacting compounds.
The physics of LAC is characterized by a mixture of continuous and discrete constraints because reaction rates depend on the probability of random encounters of discrete compounds or elements (dependent only on concentrations) -AG/T but also on a continuous probability function, p = e (since any energy difference AG is allowed) that depends on the energy of a virtual transition state..
IV. RESULTS
Here are presented the results of three LAC experiments that demonstrate the convenience of the approach to mimic enzyme behavior in biological chemistry. In the following, a letter represents a basic element type; adjacent letters mean that the elements are strongly bonded. Compounds separated by a slash identify complexes, formed by weak bonding between catalyst (left of the slash) and substrate (right of the slash). In all experiments time is defined as the total number of element random choices divided by the total number of elements. Therefore, the time unit, or cycle, corresponds to a (6) (6) to (8) is simply
The reactions described in (6) and (7) are autocatalytic because its own catalysts are reaction products, LJK for (6) and LJM for (7) . The starting reactant is IJK and the final product is NJM. Reactions are all set to be virtually complete (irreversible), with large negative values for the energy differences AGd. The reaction type used in all three reactions of this example is the rearrangement reaction that changes element types by swapping the position of different bonding sites in an element. When catalyst LJN is set much faster than LJM and LJM much faster than LJK an oscillatory pattern for LJM and LJK quantities is observed. Fig. 2 shows the time evolution of a closed L-V system towards equilibrium. Transient oscillations are observed until the IJK quantity is too low and the potentially remaining oscillations are too small to stand out of the stochastic noise. The numbers of intermediate compounds LJK and LJM oscillate in time as the system evolves to equilibrium. Due to this oscillation the numbers of reactant IJK and product NJM change in a stepwise manner. An experiment with the same chemical system but with a constant influx of IJK and equal efflux of NJM (exchange rate of 200 cycle-'), configuring an open system, showed the evolution represented in Fig. 3 . The oscillations of intermediate compounds are now faster but still damped and tending to a non-equilibrium steady-state. The equilibrium quantity of LJM and LJK should be near zero, because the reactions are set to be virtually complete, but, in this open system experiment, the number of these compounds stabilize far from that value keeping the system far form equilibrium. 
LKK/Dp --LKK+ Dp (13) The sum of (11), (1 2) and (1 3) give (10) . In the experime represented in Fig. 4 Increasing or decreasing v from 10 brings the system from an unstable (oscillating) steady-state to a stable nonequilibrium steady-state. In Fig.7 are represented the trajectories of A and B quantities in the phase plane where the limit cycle obtained for v = 10 gives place to a stable (but also noisy) steady-state when v is increased to 30.
V. CONCLUSIONS
As the results reported above show, the time evolution of reactions in LAC display the characteristics normally observed in real chemistry and differential equations simulations. The LAC system can be easily setup to mimic enzyme activity and shows a predictable, real chemistry, behavior, based on a quantitative definition of (artificial) energy and transition state models. On the other hand it is still an artificial chemistry system and should be able to model sustainable metabolisms and template compound replication, leading to the evolution of organized informational chemical systems. This line of work is now being pursued.
The obligatory catalyst paradigm in LAC is not a severe limitation. It was possible, for example, to implement the 2D Lotka-Volterra model without any adaptations to the program code. Chemical organization is hardly conceivable without specific regulated catalysts, and theories of prebiotic chemical evolution leading to life have to postulate the presence, at some point, of some catalytical substances, be it metal ions, minerals or some kind of carbon based polymers.
Our first goal was to design an AC system with a clear and as fine as possible formal likeness to chemistry and biochemistry that permitted a more straightforward explanation, if not a simulation, of the phenomenon of life as we know it, in line with the views expressed by Rasmussen et al. [16, pag. 346]. We believe that, as implemented in LAC, a clearer thermodynamic infrastructure for reaction rules and a more detailed basic elements and reactions definitions will greatly contribute to that effect.
